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Branding has the power to put your name in places you may never go. Don’t know what
items may be popular this quarter to maximize your reach? Here are a few items we’re
including as the best promotional items for Q2. From everyday essentials to designer
brands, we are here for your wants and needs.

Penmanship

Hydration

Carry

School & Office

Kate Spade

Carrera

Under Armour

Penmanship
The most impactful tool to
promote your business or
yourself. Personalize with logos
or messages you want to convey
without saying it.

GIP
Plastic Gel Pen With Frosted Transparent Barrel
Silky gel ink refill with 0.5MM needle tip
that comes in blue or black ink
Modern frost barrel with a clear ribbed
grip for a writing experience that glides
This pen features a frost cap to match the
barrel for an executive touch

As low as

$0.80
Set-Up Charge: $15.00

GIPKIT
Gel Ink Pen Kit

The perfect starter kit solution to your office
essentials
Each set includes 1 red gel ink pen, 1 blue gel ink pen
and 1 black gel ink pen cradled inside of a clear
contemporary case
Each pen includes a silky gel ink refill with a 0.5MM
needle tip for the highest level of precision

As low as

$4.15
Set-Up Charge: $15.00
per color

SHOWTIME
Showtime Pen With White Accents
High gloss colored barrel
White ribbed rubber gripper with
matching plastic plunger and clip
Features a broad barrel that increases real
estate for imprinting

As low as

$0.70
Set-Up Charge: $15.00
per color

Hydration
Tumblers and reusable bottles
are more advantageous now that
more consumers are practicing
environmentally-friendly
consumption, ensuring that you
promote your business anywhere
it goes.

LUNA

Coming Soon

Luna 16.9 Oz Soft Touch Water Bottle
Luxury soft touch body with a sleek matte black
finish that feels great in your hand
Contemporary hydration with a modern perfect
cylinder body style
Screw on lid provides a leak resistant drinking
experience

As low as

$16.00
Set-Up Charge: $50.00

ONYX
13 oz Stainless To-Go Coffee Tumbler
Includes a locked top on lid to prevent any spills
As low as
Featuring a powder coated shell that is on trend
and durable for everyday needs
Double wall vacuum insulated - keeping drinks
hot for 8 hours and cold for up to 24 hours
Set-Up Charge for Tumbler: $55.00

$14.20

Set-Up Charge for Base Pad: $50.00

OBE20T-BLUESTEEL
Otterbox® Elevation 20 Oz Stainless Tumbler
100% stainless steel for years of use and abuse
Internal copper lining maintains ideal temp
Sweat-resistant design, leaves no rings

As low as

$46.20
Set-Up Charge: $50.00

Carry
Find a bag big enough for the
essentials. Whether exercising in
the gym or traveling by air, our
carry bags help get your gear
from one place to the next.

MULTIDUFFLE
Multifunctional Duffle Bag
Use as a regular duffle bag or unzip
completely for a full sized garment bag
Made to fit your preference with two carry
handles or an adjustable shoulder strap
Storage compartments on either side of the
duffle for convenient quick access to things
like shoes or accessories
As low as

$54.75
Set-Up Charge: $50.00

Coming Soon

MULTIBACKPACK
Multifunctional Backpack
Use as a regular backpack or unzip completely as a
flatlay field of organization and storage
Two front pocket zippers on either side where you
can secure your essentials or even your water
bottle
Plush foam backing and straps for back and
shoulder support when you're on the go
As low as

$54.50
Set-Up Charge: $50.00

Coming Soon

School &
Office
Meeting your everyday notetaking needs. Perfect for writing,
journaling, school work, teachers,
students, kids and adults.

WBNOTEBOOK
Whiteboard Notebook W/ Dry Erase Marker
Spiral bound notebook includes four
boards (eight pages double sided) and
black dry erase pen
Reduce paper by creating to-do lists,
brainstorming ideas, or taking notes
Made from unbleached kraft waste paper
As low as

$13.65
Set-Up Charge: $50.00

CALLI

Coming Soon

Calli 5 X 7 Cahier Notebook
A subtle textured cover and sewn spine showcasing
this notebook's earthy craftsmanship
The perfect size for carrying in your bag, the ideal
choice for business, conferences, daily planning
and journaling
Made with recycled cover and paper with planet
earth in mind
As low as

$4.20
Set-Up Charge: $50.00

Kate Spade
The sunglasses in our Kate Spade
collection offer the brand's
defining mix of colors, patterns,
and bold femininity.

KSAMIKT
Kate Spade Amiyah Sunglasses Kit
Kate Spade Amiyah tortoise-shell patterned
temples detailed with brand's Kate Spade
logo elevates the stylish look
Fitted with glare reducing polarized lense
Comes with a cleaning cloth and protective
carrying case
As low as

$186.40
Set-Up Charge: $50.00

KSGIAKT
Kate Spade Giana Sunglasses Kit
Kate Spade Giana is a full rim frame for women,
which is made of plastic
Features a cat-eye shape, with a single bridge
Comes with a cleaning cloth and protective
carrying case
As low as

$166.40
Set-Up Charge: $50.00

KSKIMKT
Kate Spade Kimberlyn Sunglasses Kit
Kate Spade Kimberlyn is a full rim frame for
women, which is made of plastic
Features a rounded edge shape, with a single
bridge
Comes with a cleaning cloth and protective
carrying case
As low as

$163.20
Set-Up Charge: $50.00

KSLDSKT
Kate Spade Lourdes Sunglasses Kit
Kate Spade Lourdes is a full rim frame for women,
which is made of plastic
Features a rounded edge shape, with a single bridge
Comes with a cleaning cloth and protective carrying
case
As low as

$186.40
Set-Up Charge: $50.00

Carrera
Italian-designed sunglasses with
great prevenance, quality, and
polarized lenses that give you a
crisp and clear image every time.

CAR247KIT
Carrera 247 Sunglasses Kit
Carrera 247 is a navigator style
Features black and gold-tone titanium rims, black
end tips
Green shaded polycarbonate lenses with a goldtone mirrored coating and an anti-reflective
finish

As low as

$220.00
Set-Up Charge: $50.00

CAR259KT
Carrera 259 Sunglasses Kit
Carrera 259 radiates cool and laid-back appeal,
while retaining the characteristics of a true classic
The injection-molded polyamide frames boast a
rectangular front and slender arms accented with
Carrera’s signature ‘grid’ texture for a modern,
three-dimensional finish
Composite Frame with UV protection coating on
lens

CAR33KT
Carrera 33 Sunglasses Kit
Carrera 33 is a full rim pilot style frame
for men
Features a rounded edges shape, with a
single bridge
Composite frame with UV protection
coating on lens

As low as

$168.40
Set-Up Charge: $50.00

As low as

$163.20
Set-Up Charge: $50.00

Under
Armour
Lightweight frames that are
durable, flexible, ground impact
resistant and virtually smudge
proof. Built to make you better.

UABLKT
Under Armour Blitzing Sunglasses Kit
Polarized lens eliminate glare for clearer vision &
reduced eye fatigue without color distortion
Fully-adjustable UA ArmourGrip nose pads have a
lasered engraving for ultimate comfort & stability
Water- & smudge-resistant coating makes the lenses
easier to clean with clearer optics
As low as

$129.40
Set-Up Charge: $50.00

UAHUKT
Under Armour Hustle Sunglasses Kit
Adjustable temples auto-form around your head for
a gentle grip & custom fit
Comes with a soft microfiber pouch to keep your
eyewear clean & protected
All UA eyewear defends against 100% of harmful
UVA/B/C rays
As low as

$130.40
Set-Up Charge: $50.00

UAISKT
Under Armour Instinct Sunglasses Kit
Fully adjustable rubber nose pads for added
comfort and grip
Auto lock stop hinge allows the temples to lock
securely in place for a sturdy fit
Comes with a soft microfiber pouch to keep your
eyewear clean & protected
As low as

$89.60
Set-Up Charge: $50.00

UAPMKT
Under Armour Playmaker Sunglasses Kit
Water and smudge resistant coating makes the
lenses easier to clean with clearer optics
Full adjustable UA Armour Grip nose pads for
ultimate comfort and stability
Temple tip holes for easy paring with most lanyards
As low as

$128.40
Set-Up Charge: $50.00

